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Why use Desktop Assessments?

 

Desktop Assessment  
Risk Management Program

 

The Desktop Assessment program gives you the ability to collect 
supplier compliance data in multiple categories, assign unique 
risk-scoring attributes, and get real-time risk KPI’s on your suppli-
ers.

Quality

Customized Assessment

Desktop Assessment technology highlights 
your high risk suppliers using verified data 
and gives you a clear roadmap on where to 
focus your field audit efforts.

Choose from standard templates above or, customize to 
collect the supplier information you need.

Desktop Assessment gives you critical insight into risk in your 
supply chain. Our solution collects key supplier information and 
supporting documentation that can be verified internally, or by a 
third party. The result is a collection of comprehensive supplier 
risk profiles that delivers centralized risk management for your 
supply chain. The program follows OECD due diligence guide-
lines and supports standards and regulations like:

Supplier Risk Management

Our supplier engagement team works 
24/7/365 to engage your suppliers in 
their local time and language. We use 
multi-channel engagement to maxi-
mize response rates to ensure you get 
the data you need.

Supplier Engagement Built For Success

Minimize onsite supplier disruption
Alleviate the stress put on a supplier from constant 
field audit visits. Submitted documentation will be 
verified to ensure the integrity of supplier 
responses.

Reduce total audit costs
Optimize your field audit strategy. Focus your 
resources on on high risk suppliers while passively 
monitoring your low risk suppliers.

Utilize advanced risk analytics
Risk scoring attributes and third-party review allow 
for comprehensive reporting. Look at risk from a 
supplier, category, geographical or assessment 
question point of view.

Centralize supply chain information
Data consolidation allows you to easily access, 
exchange and pass on critical supply chain data. 
Save time and stress with proper data mangement.

Data-driven risk protection
Allow data to work for you. All assessments are run 
through a comprehensive risk scoring process, 
which then identifies any suppliers of high concern in 
real time.

Optimize corrective action plans (CAP)
Generating risk profiles for each supplier and diving 
into risk from multiple angles allows you to get a 
clear snapshot into problem areas. Setting up 
corrective action plans using clear risk data yield 
faster results with minimal disruption.
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